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Efficient Training of Artificial Neural 
Networks for Autonomous Navigation 

Abstract 

The ALVINN (Autonomous h d  Vehide In a N d  Network) projea addresses 
the problem of training ani&ial naxal naarork in real time to perform difficult 
perapaon tasks. A L W  is a back-propagation network dmpd to dnve the CMU 
Navlab. a modided Chevy van. 'Ibis ptpa  describes the training techniques which 
allow ALVIN" to luun in under 5 minutes to autonomously conm>l the Navlab by 
wardung ahuamr, dziver's rmaions. Usingthese technrques A L W  has b&n trained 
to drive in a variety of Cirarmstanccs including single-lane paved and unprved roads. 
and multi-lane lined and rmlinecd roads, at speeds of up IO 20 miles per hour 

1 Introduction 
Artificial n d  netwoks sometimes require prohibitively long naining rimes and 
large training dam sets to lean inmesting task. As a rrsulf few laempts have been 
made to apply Irtifici;rl neural nenvoxks to complex real-worid perception problems. 
In addition, dompinS such as phoneme ~ ~ ~ ~ g m t i o n  mbel a aL. 19881 and charauu 
recogmaon &eCm et aL, 19891 (Pawlicki a aL, 19881 where connectionisttechniques 
have been appiied suCCCSSfPlly. Itspi0 have come only Ifta careful prqmcssmg of 
the inputto segmanaadlabei the uainingexemplars. In shon anifid neunl nuworks 
have neverbdoxe beea suaxsdnlly uaincdusingsensardata in real time toperform a 

The ALVINN (Auronomous Land Vehrcic In a Naval Nemork) system xunedies 
thisshortunning. ALVINNis a b~-ppagaacmr#arorkdmgncdto &?the CMU 
Navlab, a modikd Cbevy y~ll (See Rgme 1). Using d time training technrques. 
the systan quickly laxis to aaoaomously amml Ehe Nwlab by watching a human 
Qiver's zeacrious &VI" bas been trmned to drive in a vrriay of cirannstanas 

at specds of up to 20 miles pahoor 

d - w o r l d  tnsk 

includingsinglc-lrrwprvedpndMprvedro~;mdmalti-lnnelined~nnlinrAroads, 



Figure 1: The CMU Navlab Autonomous Navigation Testbed 

2 Network Architecture 
AtVINN’s ament architecture consists of a single hidden layer back-propagation 
network (set Figure 2). The input layer of the network consists of a 30x32 unit “retina” 
onto which a video camera image is projected Each of the 960 units in the input retina 
is fully co~ec tcd  to the hidden layer of 5 units. which is in turn fully co~ec ted  to 
the output layer. The output layer consists of 30 units and is a Linear representation of 
the direction the vehicle should travel in order to keep the vehicle on the road. The 
centennost output unit reprtsented the ‘’travel 5Uaight ahead” condition, while units to 
the left and right of center represented successively sharper left and right turns. 

To drive the Navlab, a video image h r n  the onboard camera is reduced to a low- 
resolution 30x32 pixel image and injected into the input layer After complemg a 
forward pass through the network a Steering command is read off the output layer. The 
steering dircaion dictated by the network is taken to be the center of mass of the “M” 
of activation surrounding the output unit with the highest activation level. Using the 
center of mass of aaivafioa instead of the most active output unit when determining 
the W o n  to steer permits finer steering comctions, and hence improves ALvN”s  
drivingacalmcy. 

3 Training 
To train ALM”,  the network is presented with road images as input and the corre- 
sponding c o r n  stetring direction as the desired output The weights in the network 
are altered using the back-propagation algorithm so the network’s output more closely 
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Figure 2: ALVINN Architecture 

corresponds to the comct steering direction. The only modifications to the standard 
back-propagation algorithm itself used in this work are a weight change momentum 
factor which is steadily increased during training, and a learning rate constant for each 
weight which is scaled by the fan-in of the unit to which the weight projects. ALVIN"s 
ability to learn quickly results from the output representation and the exemplar presen- 
tatioa scheme to be discus& next. 

Instead of mining the network to activate only a single output unit. ALVI"  is 
mined to produce a gausSian distribution of activation centend around the steering 
-on which will keep the vehicle centered on the road. As in the decode stage, 
this steering dinceion may fall between the direcaons represented by two output units. 
The following approximation to a gaussian equation is used to precisely interpolate the 
c o r n  output activation levels: 

2 
xi = e 10 

-I 

where x, represtnu the deslred activation level for unit i and d, is the ith w t ' s  distance 
from the c o m a  stetring direction point along the output veaor, which may fall between 
two output units. The constant 10 in the above equation is an empirically-detexmined 
scale h a o r  that detmmnes over how many output units the gaussian should spread 
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As an example. consider the situation in which the coma steering direction falls 
halfway between the steering directions rcprtsented by ouput unitsj andj  + 1. Using 
the above equation, the desired output activation levels for the units successively farther 
to the left and right of the corrtct steering direction point halfway between unitsj and 
j+1wil lfal loff~~ywiththevalues0.98,0.80,0.54,0~9,0.13,0.04,0.01,etc.  

T h s  gaussian desired output vecxor can be thought of as representing the probability 
density function forthe coma Stming direction. in which a unit’s probability of being 
c o r n  decreases with distance from the gaussian’s center. By requiring the network 
to produce a probability dmnbution as output, instead of a “one of W’ classifimon, 
the learning task is made easier since slightlydiffmt road images require the network 
to respond with only slightly different output vectors. This is in contrast to the hgh ly  
non-linear output requirement of the “one of N” rcpresmtatlon in whch the network 
must completely change its output vector (from having one unit on and the rest off to 
having a different unit on and the rest off) on the basis of fine dishnctions between 
slightly shifted road scenes. 

3.1 Original Training Scheme 
The source of mining data has evolved substantially over the course of the project. 
Training was oripal ly performed using simulated road images designed to por- 
nay roads under a wide variety of weather and lighhng conditions. The network 
was repeatly presented with 1200 synthetic road scenes along with the comspond- 
ing correct output vector, while the weights between units in the network were ad- 
justed with the back-propagation algorithm, using the Warp systolic a m y  supercom- 
puter [Pomedeau et. al., 19881. The network required between 30 and 40 presentations 
of these 1200 synthetic road images in order to develop a representation capable of 
accumely driving over the single-lane Navlab test road Once aained the network was 
able to drive the Navlab at up to 1.8 meters per second (3.5 mph) along a 400 meter 
path through a wooded area of the CMU campus under a variety of weather conditions 
including snowy, rainy, sunny and cloudy situations. 

Despite its a p p m t  succtss, this eaining paradigm had serious drawbacks. From 
a punly logistical standpolns generating the synthetic road scenes was quite m e  
consuming, requiring lpproximately 6 hours of Sun4 CPU time. Once the road 
scenes were gcncxatai, training the network required an additional 45 minutes of Warp 
computation time. In addition, di&rences between the synthetic road images on 
which the network was uained and the real images on which the network was tested 
often resulted in poor performance in real driving situations. For example, when the 
network was trained on synthetic road images which were less curved than the test 
road, the network would become confused when pnsented with a sharp a w e  during 
testing. F d y ,  while relatively effective at training the network to dnve under the 
limited conditions of a single-lane road it quickly became apparent that extending the 
synthetic training p d g m  to deal with more complex driving situations like multi- 
lane and off-road driving would require prohibitively complex synthetic training data 
generators. 
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3.2 naining “On-the-fiy” 
To deal with thesc problans, I have developed a scheme, called mining “on-the-fly”, 
which involves tcxhing the network to imitate a human driver under actual dnving 
conditions. As a person drives the Navlab, back-propagation is performed to train the 
nmork using the m t  video camera image as input and the direction in which the 
pason is avrmtly steering as the desired output 

Thm are two problems associated with this scheme. First, since the human driver 
normally steers the vehicle down the road center during training, the network will never 
be presented with situations where it must rtcover from errors. such as bang slightly 
off the road center. When driving for itself. the network is bound to eventually make 
a mistake, so it must be prepared to rtcover by w r i n g  the vehicle back to the road 
center. The second problem is that naively tmming the network with only the m n t  
video image and stemng direction runs the risk of overlearning from repetitive inputs. 
If the human driver takes the Navlab down a straight stretch of road during part of a 
aaining run, the network will be pnsented with a long sequence of similar images. Thxi 
sustained lack of diversity in the Wining set will cause the network to “forget” what 
it had learned about driving on a w e d  roads and instead learn to always steer stmght 
ahead 

Both problems associated with training on-the-fly stem h m  the f a a  that back- 
propagation requires training data which is representative of task to be learned. To 
provide the neceSSary variety of exemplars while still mining on real data, the simple 
training on-the-fly scheme described above must be modified. Instead of presenting the 
network with only the currmt v i b  image and steering W o n ,  each o r i p a l  image is 
laterally shifted in software to create 14 additional images in which the vehicle appears 
to be shifted by various amounts relative to the road center (Set Figure 3). The shiftlng 
scheme maintains the coma paspectlve by shifting nearby pixels at the bottom of the 
image more than far away pixels at the top of the image as illusaated in Figure 3. The 
correct steering direction as diaated by the driver for the original image is altered for 
ea& of the shifted images in order to account for the e m  laural vehicle dqlacement 
in each. The use of shifted training exemplars eliminatts the problem of the network 
never leaming about situations &om which recovery is required Also, overuainmg on 
npetitive images is less of a problem, since the shifted training exemplars add variety 
to the mining s e ~  However as additional insurance against the effects of repetitive 
exemplars, the mining set diversity is further increased by maintaining a buffer of 

So in practice, training on-the-fly works as follows. A video image is diptized 
and reduced to the low rtsolution image required by the network. l’lus single original 
lmage is shifted 7 times to the left and 7 times to the right in 025 meter increments 
to create 15 new training exemplars. Fifteen old exemplars from the cumnt Uamng 
set of 200 road scenes are chosen and replaced by the 15 new exanplars. The 15 
exemplars to be replace in the training set are chosen in the following manner. ?he 
10 tokens in the training set with the lowest error arc replaced in ordcr to prevent the 
network from overlearning frequently enmuntered situations such as straight stretches 

recently encountcrcd road scenes. 
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Figure 3: The single on@ video image is laterally shifted to crtatc multiple training 
exemplars in which the vehicle appears to be a different locations relative to the road. 

of road The other 5 exemplars to be replaced are chosen mndomly from the trarnrng 
set llus random replaament IS done to prevent the tramrig set from becomg filled 
wth erroneous road lmages wbch the network IS unable to correctly leam. These 
erroneous exemplars result from occasonal momentary rncoma stetrrng Wens by 
the human &vet 

After thrs replaament process, one forward and one backward sweep of the back- 
propagabon algonthm 1s paformed on these 200 exemplars to mcrementaUy update 
the network's waghts, and then the process IS rrpeated The network requves ap 
proxunately 50 ituahons through tb dig--replace-train cycle to learn to dnve on 
the roads that have been tested Runmng on a Sun-4, tius takes approxunately five 
m u t e s  dunng whch a person dnves at abou; 4 miles per hour over the test road. 
After this uauung phase, not only can the network mutate the person's d n m g  along 
the same saexch of road it can also generatiZt to dnve along parrs of the road It has 
never encountQcd under a wide vanety of weather condihons. In &hOn, smce 
detmnuung the stemng duecbm fran the input mage m m l y  lnvolves a forward 
sweep through tbe nawodr. the systan IS able to process 25 lmages per second, al- 
lowmg it to dnve at up to the Navlab's maximum speed of 20 miles per hour'. Thls 
is over ma as fast as any other smsor-based autonomous system has dnven the 
Navlab [Cnsnan and Tborpe, 19901 lKluge and Thorpe, 19901. 

4 Discussion 
Tbe naining on-thedy scheme gives A L W "  a flexibility which is novel among 
autonomous navigation systems. It has allowed me to sucoessfully train individual 
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Figure 4: Video images taken on three of the test roads A L V "  has been trained t0 
drive on. ?hey arc, from left to right, a single lane din access road, a single lane paved 
bicycle path, and a hoed two-lane highway. 

networks to drive in a variety of situations, including a single lane dirt access road a 
single-lane paved bicycle path, a two-lane suburban neighborhood street, and a lined 
two-lane highway (See Figure 4). A L W  networks have driven in each of these 
situations for up to 1R mile, until rcaching the end of the road or a difficult interseaion. 
The development of a system for each of these domains using the "traditional approach'' 
to autonomous navigation would require the programma to 1) determine what features 
are important for the particular task 2) program dewtors (using sratistical or sym- 
bolic techniques) for finding these important features and 3) develop an algorithm for 
demnining which direction to steer b m  the location of the deteaed features. 

An illustrative example of the uaditional approach to autonomous navigation is 
the work of Dickmanns mclrmann and Zapp, 1987 on high speed highway driving. 
Using speaally designed hardware and software to track programmer chosen features 
such as the lines painted on the road and to use their position to determine how to steer, 
Dickmanns' system has achieved impnssive results, driving at up to 60 miles per hour 
on the German autobahn. However to achieve these results in a hand-coded system. 
Dickmanns has had to SBQifiCed much in the way of generality. Dickmanns emphasizes 
acccuratc vehicle umm1 in the limited domain of highway driving which in his words, 
"put relatively low requirements on image processing." 

In conaast, A L W "  is able to learn for each new domain what image feanrres 
are importht, how to detea them and how to use their p t i o n  to s t e c ~  the vehicle. 
Analysis of the hidden unit r c p ~ ~ ~ ~ t a e i o n s  developed in differtnt driving situations 
suggest that the network develops detectors for the image feanues which cornlate with 
the correct steering direction. When trained on multi-lane roads, the network develops 
hidden unit feanue demors for the lines painted on the road, while in single-lane 
driving situations, the deteaors developed arc sensitive to road edges and road shaped 
regions of similar intensity in the w e .  Figure 5 ill- the evolution of the weights 
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Figurt 5: The weights projecting from the input retina to the 5 hidden units in an 
ALVINN network at four points during Graining on a lined two-lane highway. Black 
squares represent inhibitory weights and white square represent excitatory weights. 
me diagonal black and white bands on weights represent detectors for the yellow h e  
down the center and the white line down the right edge of the road 
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projecting to the 5 hidden units in the n a o r k  from the input rctina during training 
on a lined two-lane highway. For a more detailed analysis of a m ' s  intemal 
rcprcscntations see Ipomcrlca~~, 19901 [pomerleaa 19891. 

As a rtSult of this flexibility, ALVmlU has been able to drive in a wider variety of 
situations than any other autonomous navigation systan. ALVINN has not yet achieved 
the imprtsslve speed of Dickmanns' system on highway driving, but the primary barrier 
pnveRting faster driving is the Navlab's physical speed limitation. In fan .  at 25 frames 
per second, A L W "  cycles twice as fast as Dickmanns' system. A new vehicle capable 
of traveling at n o d  highway speeds is cunmtly being built at CMU which should 

Other improvemmts I am developing include connectionist and non-connectionist 
techniques for combining networks trained for individualdriving nruationsinto a single 
systun capable of handling them all. In addition, I am intcgraang symbolic knowledge 
sources capable of planning a route and maintaining the vehicle's position on a map 
into the system. These modules will allow A L V "  to make high level, goal oriented 
decisions such as whicb way to turn at intersections and when to stop at a predefined 
destination. 

allow A L m  to drive significantly faster. 
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